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Internal Design Representations

Modern embedded computing systems tend to be heterogeneous assemblages of concurrent subsystems, typically described in different languages and semantics which are well established in the various application fields. For example, the specification of the functional and timing behavior necessitates a mixture of different basic models of computation and communication which come from transformative or reactive domains. There is little hope that a single language will replace this heterogeneous set of languages. In fact, experiments with system specification languages show that there is not a unique universal specification language to support the whole life cycle. A similar problem occurs when reused components shall be integrated, possibly described in another language and incompletely documented. Examples would be components of other companies or "legacy code". The lack of coherency of the different languages, methods and tools is a substantial obstacle on the way to higher design productivity and design quality. A design process must be able to bridge the semantic differences for verification and synthesis and should account for limited knowledge of system properties.

The embedded tutorials will describe approaches which allow for the common representation of different languages and incomplete specifications. In particular, recent results on the use of internal design representations targeted to scheduling and design space exploration will be reviewed. Here, the information useful for methods like allocation of resources, partitioning the design and scheduling must be estimated or extracted from the various input languages and mapped onto internal representations which describe properties of the subsystems and their coordination. Design methods work on these internal representations and eventually refine them by adding components and reducing non-determinism.

As an example, we will describe the internal models SPI (System Property Intervals) [8] and FunState [7] which

- support abstraction mechanisms as necessary for the design of complex systems,
- allow global system optimization across the boundaries of different input languages,
- employ behavioral intervals and process modes to allow the common representation of different languages and incomplete specifications, and
- provide constructs to model the representation and selection of function variants of processes and process groups.

Design Space Exploration of Network Processors

As an example, design space exploration and scheduling of network processors will be discussed. The need for intelligent and network packet processing at high data rates, required by many emerging applications, have led to the development of a new class of devices called network processors (NPs). NPs are highly programmable dedicated processors optimized to perform packet processing functions, and will become critical components of next-generation networking equipment.

It is expected that the next generation of network processors will consist of general purpose processing units and dedicated modules for executing run-time extensive functions. Therefore, the purpose of a high level exploration is to select appropriate functional units such that the performance of the processor is maximized under various conflicting constraints.

We introduce an internal design representation for embedded systems operating on packet streams, such as network processors. In particular, the basic internal models described above are extended by the following concepts.

- To investigate the effect of a scheduling algorithm, we represent the "scheduling block" in the form of a network consisting of nodes which operate on event streams. In addition, there are (virtual) resource streams which model the available resources. This way, it is possible to describe and analyze packet scheduling, task scheduling and hierarchical approaches like GPS (weighted fair queuing) and fixed priority schemes, see [5].
- We introduce a calculus meant for reasoning about packet streams which allows for a unified treatment of several problems arising in the network packet processing domain such as packet scheduling, task scheduling and architecture/algorithm explorations, see [6]. The approach unifies the methods commonly used in the domain of communication networks, see [4], with those used in operating systems and real-time scheduling.

To illustrate the potential, we provide a scheme for design space exploration of network processors taking into account conflicting goals such as cost, memory, delay and flow constraints, see also [2].
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